ABSTRACT The arrangement of nodes impacts the quality of connectivity and energy consumption in wireless sensor network (WSN) for prolonging the lifetime. This paper presents an improved flower pollination algorithm based on a hybrid of the parallel and compact techniques for global optimizations and a layout of nodes in WSN. The parallel enhances diversity pollinations for exploring in space search and sharing computation load. The compact can save storing variables for computation in the optimization process. In the experimental section, the selected test functions and the network topology issue WSN are used to test the performance of the proposed approach. Compared results with the other methods in the literature show that the proposed algorithm achieves the practical way of reducing the number of its stored memory variables and running times.
I. INTRODUCTION
The metaheuristics have been widely applied to solve optimization problems successfully in many fields of life, e.g., engineering, biology, and finance [1] , [2] . The optimization process of the metaheuristic algorithms usually begins with generating a set of randomly initialized agents. The agents are combined, immigrated, or evolved over a predefined number of generations [3] , [4] . Flower pollination algorithm (FPA) is a new metaheuristic algorithm [5] , which models the rules of pollination of the flower. It utilizes a population of pollens to represent candidate solutions in a search space and optimizes the problem by iteration to move these pollens to the best answers about a given measure of quality. Compared with the other algorithms, the advantages of FPA are as follows: It is easy to implement on hardware using programming language, and the program consumes, and it can generate high quality of the solution [6] , [7] . FPA has passed through several changing versions from its original algorithm, e.g. discrete [8] , binary [9] , multiobjective [10] , modified [11] , etc., due to customizing with conduction of complex problem [7] . FPA also has applied to solve some problems successfully, e.g., the
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Emanuele Lattanzi. traveling salesman problem [12] , the scheduling problem [13] , the graph coloring problem [14] , the node localization problem [15] . However, PFA has not any improved versions to consider dealing with a class of the memory saving variables in the optimization problems. This paper attempts improving FPA by hybridizing parallel with communication strategy, and compact for optimal network topology in wireless sensor networks (WSN).
As a metaheuristic algorithm could obtain excellent results on a kind of challenges, but the same metaheuristic could give out the inferior score on a different set of instances that proven in no free lunch theorem [16] . The motivation for this paper is a considered attempt of the strong points of the algorithm for the types and properties of the problem and no free lunch theorem. The processing parallel is very significant for computations in optimization techniques. Pollens in the parallel structure with communication strategy can exchange information with another group, share the computation load, and enhance the diversity of pollens. The accuracy and global search capacity in the structure parallel increased more than that in the original one [11] .
In the other hand, the compact technique offered the practical way of using a saving variable memory. For hav-ing alternative pollination in search space, a valid agreement is used instead for the advantages of population-based algorithms without requirements of storing actual populations of pollinations. Compact algorithm simulates the behavior of population-based algorithms by replacing a community of solutions with its probabilistic representation. The representation of candidate pollinations is considered based on learning and probabilistic sampling models. Selected answers figure out based on a probabilistic model by sampling agent that generates new solutions in process optimization. The replacement strategy is used to incorporate fresh solutions into the virtual population. For the compact construction, the number of stored memory parameters is fewer than its population-based one and the requirement devices of the amount of memory less.
Furthermore, WSN, an emerging and promising technology consists of hundreds of distributed sensor nodes to sense relevant data in the environment. The detected value of the situation is processed and forwarded to Base Station (BS) through single hop or via intermediate nodes [17] . Applications of WSN has become widely accessible in real-time monitoring and tracking applications such as military surveillance, agriculture, disaster management, healthcare monitoring, industry automation, inventory control, traffic control, home automation [18] . WSN deployed in regions where human is difficult or not possible to intervene. As the sensors of WSN used in the harsh environment, it is tight or not likely to replace or recharge batteries [19] . However, the sensor nodes are limited in computation capability and storage capacity of the computing unit, in communication range and radio quality of communication unit, and the available energy of power units [20] . Because of these constraints, WSNs fully functional network must be maintained and stable by the sound design network employment. As mentioned saving memory variable, the compact method is a likely answer to optimization problems in WSN.
This paper, we extend our previous conference papers [11] , [21] by hybridizing the parallel with the compact schemes for the global optimization problems and layout nodes problem in WSN. The logic behind extending works includes hybrid parallel and compact, an added weight to control the probability of sampling for flexible application of perturbation vector. The sick sampling individuals in the subgroups replaced with the better sampling competition agents according to the fitness evaluation. The parallel process considers diversity pollination for exploring aspect, and the compact considers decrease memory variables by the sampling of the probability model. The contributions to extending the previous works express as follows.
• An innovation proposal of hybridizing the parallel with the compact schemes for the global optimization problems and layout nodes problem in WSN (Section 3 in the document).
• A parameter τ is used as a weight to control the probability of sampling of generating a new solution that is sampling points toward the left or right side (refers to (8) in Section 3 in the document). The previous work is the version of FPA for numerical optimization, but its application is not flexible.
• A new form of the proposed pcFPA for the layout nodes problem in WSN (Section 5 in the document).
• Extensive testing is not only for the monomial issues but also for multimodal global optimization problems through series selected benchmark functions (Section 4 in the document).
• Comprehensive comparison with the other version of FPA, the compact algorithms in the literature, and the topology approach in WSN (Section 4 and 5 in the document). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of FPA and a statement problem of the quality of the node's layout in WSNs. Section 3 presents the analysis and design for the parallel compact FPA. The simulation test and results demonstrate in Section 4. A solution for Network topology WSNs discusses in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
This section presents a brief review of FPA and a statement problem of the quality of the node's layout in WSNs.
A. METAHEURISTICS ALGORITHM OF FLOWER
Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) [22] -a recently population-based algorithm drawn inspiration from two pollination processes of the flowering plant that included selfpollination and cross-pollination. Pollinators transport the pollens of the flowering plant according to the rules of Lévy flights, and they can self-pollinate randomly. There are two universal concepts of exploring and exploiting guide the optimal process in the population-based algorithm: selfpollination of the flowering plant viewed as local pollination that expressed for exploitation in the search area, and a crosspollination considered as global pollination that represented for exploration a promising area search. For control the characteristics of local and global pollination, a switching probability is used to switch between the exploring and exploiting phrases in pollination for FPA, (p ∈ [0,1]). Let x t j , x t k be solution vectors of the pollens, i.e. pollens in the same plant or the flowers. The local pollination is modeled as follows.
where u is a random that is drawn from a uniform distribution in [0, 1]. The cross-pollination can convert into equations for updating solution vectors. If x t j and x t k come from the same plans or the same selected population, u would become a local random walk. Pollinators, e.g., insects carry pollen gametes of flower that often fly and move more extended range for global pollination of optimal processing. Flying insects over long distances with various length steps expressed a Lévy flight. Let's L be a Lévy distribution with powerful drawn 75986 VOLUME 7, 2019 formula.
where (λ) is the gamma function, and valid distribution is the step with s > 0. The step size like a parameter L(λ) corresponds to the strength of the pollination. Updating the location of global pollination is simulated as follows.
where t is the current iteration; g * is the current best solution found so far; γ is a scaling factor to control the step size. A parameter p is used as the proximity probability to switch between natural global pollination to intensive local pollination in the flower solution process.
B. STATEMENT PROBLEM IN WSN
The autonomous sensor nodes of the WSN are distributed spatially to monitor environmental conditions in the specific space. We can model a WSN as a connected graph G with (V, E), where V and E are the finite set of vertices and edges respectively. A set of sensor nodes is represented the vertices V with {v 1 , v 2 , ..v n }. The connection of these vertices is represented network links as the set of edges E with e 1,2 , e 1,3 , ..e i,j , ..e n−1,n . The number of network nodes n is set to |V| and the number of network links l is set to |E|. A link can be defined as follows.
where e denoted a existed link of v i , andv j edge. It means that a link e equals (v i ,) from v i V to v j V, and vice versa a existed ink e equals (,v i ) from v j to v i . A positive real number is associated l as a link value of the attributed fitness function if the edge of e i,j is existed in the modeled graph. Some attributes of WSNs were defined as referencing on [23] . For example the represented weight of an attribute could be denoted
Each link e could have an associated value which corresponding to the obtained value from objective function.
Objective functions could be the cost, delay, data fusion, loss rate, or power consumption that related with the attributes in WSN. Let l be a positive real value of the objective function that is associated with link e, (e E). The cost, coverage, delay, data fusion, loss rate, or power consumption of objective function could be represented the symbols letters of C, B, D, F, L and P respectively. It is written descriptive symbols for cost C(e):
be a path from a point of source node s to the point of target node T M . Let α be the coverage constraint, β be the delay constraint, δ be data aggregation constraint, ζ be the loss rate constraint, η be the dissipated energy constraint. The number of multi-criteria destination nodes M is the target group and {{s}∪M} is the multi-criteria group.
The minimum cost of the multi-criteria problem is defined as follows.
where Tr(s, M)is a multi-criteria tree as a sub-graph of G, the source node s V and the set of destination nodes M ⊆ V -{s}. The represented solutions on the searching space of swarms could be the vector x. Let x be equal to(
The set of all such vectors are set to X in corresponding to spanning trees in graph G and the multi-criteria degree constrained minimum problem can be formulated the multiobjective functions as follows.
where f k (x) is the k objective function and T denotes the degree constraint. A multi-objective function is considered to implement in Section 5 based on the selection two objective functions of these mentioned functions, e.g., the remaining energy nodes and contentions in WSNs.
III. HYBRID PARRALLEL AND COMPACT FPA
This section, we implement an improvement of FPA by hybridizing the parallel and the compact. The improvement of the FPA is an extension of our previous works [11] , [21] that considered two techniques of the parallel and compact. The parallel process with communication strategy has significant for computations that exchanges information with other groups, shares the computation load, and enhances the diversity of individuals. The compact scheme simulates the behavior of population-based algorithms by employing the replacement of a community of solutions with its probabilistic representation. The compact offers an effective way of using a saving variable memory.
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A. PARRALLEL SCHEME
Computing parallel is a carried computational form out simultaneously [11] , [24] . The proven parallel method with communication strategies is the faster convergence and more accuracy than the original algorithm [25] , [26] . In parallel with communication strategy of the metaheuristic algorithm, several created subpopulations by dividing the population into could evolve themselves separately over iterations, and the best solutions are selected to continue next generation according to the measured fitness. The communication scheme in the parallel processing is to exchange their properties among swarms, e.g. moving, copying, immigrating, or replacing randomly. A promising region would swap with weak areas within the solution space, and exploration of a promising area is carried out. The communication strategies are suggested as follows: the best to all, neighboring groups, a pair swapping, etc. The strategy with the best to all is the finest pollens among all swarms migrate to every group, mutate them by replacing the worst pollens in each of these groups and update them after the period exchanging time of running. The strategy with the neighboring groups is to move the best pollen of one group to its surrounding groups then replace some poorer pollens after the period of running. The strategy with a pair swapping is a pair of two subgroups that the finest pollen of this subgroup replaces the worst pollen in the other subgroup and reverse. The drawback of communication in those algorithms was fixed the picking out one of the communication strategies. The effectiveness of such these strategies did not take full advantages. In this section, a new communication scheme is proposed to overcome this drawback. In the draft scheme, the exchanging strategies are combined rationally based on a switching parameter as a weight control. In the experimental section, a weight control ω is set to 0.7 to 0.5. This scheme enhances dynamically the communication strategies. A pseudo code of communication scheme is shown in Fig.1 , namely Communication (pollens).
B. COMPACT SCHEME
The estimated distribution algorithm (EDA) can process a representation of probabilistic to get fewer variable memory, rather store the population solution in the metaheuristics algorithms [27] . The compact method uses the principle of EDA to simulate the operations of metaheuristic algorithm. A probabilistic model is used to represent these operations in the population-based algorithm. The real population of the algorithms considered as a virtual population in compact algorithms. The virtual population can configure by considering probability density functions (PDFs) [28] based on EDA. Not all of population of a solution stored in memory, but it generates a few new candidate of solution based on probability distribution stored in the memory. An attracted new candidate solution is by being iteratively biased toward a promising area of an optimal solution. The likelihood of a population of individuals in algorithm represents the probability vector of each component learned from previous generations. The structure of this vector was called Perturbation Vector (PV) [29] . These principles apply to the improvement of memory saving variable for compact FPA.
Different with the population-based algorithm such FPA, the compact technique considered population as ''virtual community'' by expressing the encoded data structure of probabilistic vector. A real-valued prototype vector represents the probability of each component described in a candidate solution. The specified probability for each element in new candidate solutions maintained in the optimum process. The optimization processing objective of the compact algorithm is to simulate the behavior of pollination of FPA, but it used with a much smaller stored variable memory. PV generates a candidate solution probabilistically from the vector. Competing for components toward to the better solutions reflect in the updated probability vector. The created trial solutions stayed to allocate in boundary constraints. PV is a matrix for specifying the two parameters of mean µ and standard deviation σ values in the PDF of each design variable. It can be defined as: PV t = µ t , σ t , where t is time steps.
A truncated Gaussian (PDF) for µ and σ values are within the interval of (−1, +1). The PDF normalizes the amplitude of area equal to 1. We use PV (µ i , σ i ) to generate candidate solution x i in the compact method. The solution is corresponding to the virtual pollens based on the associated Gaussian of µ and σ as following expressed PV.
75988 VOLUME 7, 2019 where P i (x) is the probability distribution of PV that associated to the µ and δ in a truncated Gaussian PDF. This is the corresponding value of the PDF to variable x i . The error function indicated as erf is fined in [30] . PDF could have corresponding to Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) by constructing Chebyshev polynomials [31] . The arranged codomain of CDF is from 0 to 1. The describedCDF is a realvalued random variable X in a value given distribution at ≤ x i . The value of newly calculated candidate x i is a value of its inversed CDF.
C. HIBRID PARRALLEL AND COMPACT SCHEME
This subsection presents an implementation of a hybrid of the parallel and compact methods for FPA. Construct parallel, the whole population split into several subpopulations, and the communication scheme triggers among the subpopulations. The subpopulations run in parallel and evolve independently based on FPA optimization. The communicating subgroup is carried out, e.g., the most excellent pollination among the subgroups immigrated to another subset, replaced with the weakest bats according to a measured fitness, and updated the subgroups over the period. Then we compact the subgroups based on probability vectors through the competition. The described compact process is through the illustrations in Figures 2 to 7 . A couple of improvements for the perturbation vector are proposed through the process of sampling and updating PV. New generated candidate by learning and sampling from explicit probabilistic models is the promising solutions in search space.
We extend a couple of improvements for the perturbation vector through the process of sampling and updating PV. New candidates generated by learning and sampling from explicit probabilistic models that forward to promising solutions in search space. To control the probability of sampling of µ i in PDF, a parameter τ as a weight is suggested from between left [−1, µ i ] and right [µ i , 1]. Thus, PV can be computed into two sides of the left and right as follows:
The new sampling extended approach for PDF is for generating new candidates of the swarm that depicted in Figure 2 . It means the PV scheme is to generate the agents of x randomly. Figure 2 shows the described initialization of compact FPA (cFPA). The initializing PV scheme is as pseudo code. The best pollens g * can be computed based on learning scheme of a sampling trial pollen. If the temporary new solutions are the better according to the evaluated fitness, x is then updated. A variable k is a large constant, e.g., k is set 10.
Two designed variables of winner or loser compete together to find out who is the better one. According to the evaluated fitness value, the winner or loser vector is the better or the worst. These sampled solutions are from PV. The winner is toward to a promising area in searching space based on the comparison between two design variables for pollens of the subgroup. A newly selected candidate is assigned to evaluate the given objective function. Determining winning solution is employed based on the comparison the chosen candidate agents. Figure 4 displays the competing scheme for winner/loser. Moreover, the elements µ t+1 i and σ t+1 of the updated PV for the new solution for winner and loser are expressed over the differential iterative as follows. A typical parameter called virtual population Np is not strict variable as the correspond to the population size variable as in a populationbased algorithm.
where t is current iteration, and i = 1, 2, ..N p . Regarding σ values, the update rule of each element is given by: are modified with control parameter for expressing the maximum value of perturbation. An added parameter ϑ is a weight control of the expressed the perturbations maximum value.
where β i and α i are random number distributed in [−1, 1], and distributed in [0, 1] respectively. Evaluated the fitness function with selected location x is compared with g * to obtain winner for next generation. Current location x is maintained in following steps of the scheme. Figure 5 shows the carried updating PV scheme out. Figure 6 indicates the pseudo-code of the steps for the compact FPA. It simulated as the behavior of populationbased algorithms by sampling probabilistic model. A virtual population is encoded its probabilistic representation.
The described the steps of the parallel compact FPA algorithm are as follows. The first, initialized population divided into G subgroups, objective function f and period of R for executing the communication strategy are assigned the pollens. The second, the compacted subsets evaluate, the communication scheme activates, and assessed results are compared to find the current best solution. The third is the termination that checks terminating condition, goes to the Second step if the stop condition is not met, otherwise records the best pollens and obtains value of the function f (x). Figure 7 shows main processing steps as summarized pseudo code of pcFPA. In which G is subpopulations; n is the number of pollens in each swarm; m is the number of swarms; R is the exchanging period, and cFPA is a compact scheme.
IV. EXPERIMENT WITH TESTING PROBLEMS
In section, a series of selected optimal numerical problems [32] are utilized as benchmark functions to evaluate the performance of the proposed pcFPA. Table 2 displays the obtained results of the proposed pcFPA for testing functions in comparison with the variety FPA versions, e.g., the original FPA (FPA) [5] , parallel FPA (pFPA) [11] , and compact FPA (cFPA) [21] . The results also compared with popular metaheuristic algorithms in the literature, e.g., Partcle swarm optimization (PSO) [33] , Differential evolution (DE) [34] , Bat algorithm (BA) [35] , and parallel genetic algorithm (GA) [26] are shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the proposed algorithm compared with four methods of compact algorithms in the literature included the real compact Genetic algorithm (rcGA) [36] , the compact Differential evolution (cDE) [37] , the compact Artificial bee colony (cABC) [38] , and the compact Bats algorithm (cBA) [39] regarding solution quality and time running. The experiments employed for the test functions are averaged outcomes values with all runs. Each function contains 2000 of full iterations and is repeated by different random seeds over twenty-five runs. The selected testing functions are the minimizing outcomes of global problems in the sequences. The reason why we selected fifteen benchmark functions for testing the proposed method is that the benchmark functions have been created more and more by adding a new one or compounding the existing ones. These selected benchmark problems consist of a broad range of test problems, e.g., uni-modal, multi-modal, and fixed-dimension functions. The initialized range, the dimension, and max iteration for all test VOLUME 7, 2019 functions listed display in Table 1 . The parameters setting for pcFPA, and other algorithm are as follows. Virtual and real Population size N of the mentioned algorithms set to 80. The dimension of the solutions space-D isset based on the problem dimension requirements listed in Table 1 .
Inertia weights used for PSO starts with 0.9 down to 0.4, which is decreased based on the increasing rate of iteration; factors of the speed control c 1 and c 2 set to 1.46, for the further setting PSO [33] and of compact methods [37] . The final results are taking the average of the outcomes from all runs. Table 2 displays the comparison of the performance of the proposed pcFPA with the FPA, cFPA, and pFPA algorithms for fifteen benchmark optimization problems. In the columns of Table 2 , the pcFPA, FPA, cFPA, and pFPA are the mean of the outcomes of 25 runs for the functions respectively. The highlighted numbers are the best results in among them in each function (each row of the table). The compared ratio r is a paired comparison between pcFPA and other algorithms respectively, i.e., a paired pcFPA and FPA, a paired pcFPA and cFPA, and a paired pcFPA and pFPA. The ratio r is set to the noticed indication '+, -and ∼.' The symbols of '+,' '−,' and '∼' mean the 'better,' 'worse,' and 'approximated' of the deviation with respecting to their outcomes respectively. If the optimized results of pcFPA are the better (smaller the value for minimized, or bigger for maximized problems) than others (the obtained from methods) of FPA, cFPA, and pFPA, then r is set symbol '+.' Do the same with symbols ''−.'' and ''∼.'' for the 'worse' and 'approximated' cases. Visibly, almost the highlighted cases of testing benchmark functions belong to pcFPA. It means that the proposed method outperforms the others approaches in observing the Table.  Table 3 compares the performance for fifteen numerical optimization problems of the proposed pcFPA with the other popular metaheuristic algorithms such as DE, PSO, GA, and BA algorithms. The highlighted numbers are the best results of the obtained average outputs in among them in each function. Table 4 shows the compared performance quality optimization between pcFPA and the other compact algorithms such as cABC, cBA, cDE, and rcGA algorithms. The highlighted numbers are the best results of the obtained average outputs in among them in each function. Observed Tables 2, 3 and 4, the most highlight number, the symbol " + " of better points belong to the proposed algorithm. That means the proposed approach offers a competitive algorithm. Figure 8 illustrates the comparison of executing time of the proposed pcFPA and FPA, PSO, BA, cFPA, and pFPA for the first eight functions. Clearly, all cases of the time consumption for testing functions of the pcFPA are smaller than the other algorithms, but the shortest running time belongs to cFPA. The results of the fast processing speed are that some the memory-stored parameters of cFPA and pcFPA are smaller than the stored solutions in the population-based algorithms. 
FIGURE 9.
Comparison of the evaluated performance of the proposed pcFPA with the rcGA, cDE, cABC, cBA, and pFPA algorithms for the testing function f7 of Quartic Noisy.
FIGURE 10.
Comparison of performance of the proposed pcFPA with the rcGA, cDE, cABC, cBA, and pFPA algorithms for the testing function f8 of Schwefel. Figures 9 to 11 show the compared the best score results of the proposed pcFPA with the rcGA, cDE, cABC, cBA, and pFPA algorithms for three selected testing functions f 7 (x) ,f 8 (x) and f 9 (x) over 25 runs outputs in the same iteration of 2000. Clearly, the cases of these testing functions on the pcFPA (indicated red curve) shows a comparatively faster convergence than other algorithms It says the accuracy of the proposed method of pcFPA is improved significantly.
V. APPLIED NODES LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION IN WSNs
In mentioned Session 2.1 of constrained optimization in WSN, the limited resources of sensor nodes are the primary constrained criterion that causes the driving factors of the provided solutions to a performance quality of WSN. Because of non-rechargeable sensor nodes, prolonging lifetime is a crucial requirement of good designed WSN. The quality of connectivity in the network and the residual energy of nodes are two impacting factors to ensure for prolonging the lifetime of the sensor networks. The maintaining network connectivity and the minimum consuming energy of nodes are considered to optimize the WSN. This section applies the aboveproposed method of saving memory variable of the pcFPA to deal with an optimum node layout as a constrained issue in WNS. Objective functions for the node layout optimization based on topology scheme in WSN. The node layout could be constructed based on the topology for remaining energy nodes and connections. The experimental results of the proposed approach for the node layout optimization are compared with the PSO [40] and the GA [41] optimizations in WSN.
A. NETWORK MODEL
A simulated graph G (V, E) of WSN with distributed sensor nodes spatially in the desired area is the network topology with the abstracted nodes in the transmitting range. The transmission range r is the communication area of reaching among nodes in a network. It means that a node can communicate with others in transmission range. If node i is in the transmission range r of node j, node i can receive the signal of node j. In the graph G, V and E are the finite set of vertices and edges as the set of nodes in the network and the set of connectable communication of the pair nodes respectively. The set of vertices V is set to {v 1 , v 2 , ..v n }, and the set of edges E is set to e 1,2 , e 1,3 , ..e i,j , ..e n−1,n , where n is the number of network nodes. To optimize the topology problem in WSN, we first need to construct a model solution including spatial coordinates of the nodes that could obtain the distances to the base station, and attribute links between nodes. We then optimize the mathematical model of the problem in WSN. Table 5 shows an example of representation the location of sensor nodes in two-dimensional coordinates. Table 6 indicates a case of representation the attribution of status links related location nodes in a modeled solution. Attributions of the existing link of node i and j in the sensor networks are the edge of a graph. If the connection can form between nodes v i , and v j ; then e i,j = e ,ji is set to 1; otherwise, e i,j = e ,ji is set to 0, where ∀ v i , v j ∈ G n ; i = 1, 2, 3, . . . n; j = i + 1, . . . n. This modeled graph could map to the associated real numbers, which could obtain the best results from the attributed fitness functions.
The formed objective functions are figured out by analyzing the attributes of the WSNs subject to constraints criteria.
Let D(i,j)be the Euclidean distance of nodes i,j in the network, r max be maximum wireless transmission range of the connectable neighbors of node i to communicate together, and CN i be the set of nearby nodes. Induced subgraph of G is set to G i =<V i , E i > for each node i belong to V .
The sub-graph G i is the connectable node graph of node i, and E i is a subset of edges E and V i is equal to CN i , ×E i .
The centered disk of converging node i with its certain radius r is denoted C(i,r). Node i could affect to all nodes located in area of radius r, so r could be set to D(i,j). Let L i,j be the edge coverage between node i and node j in the established disk of nodes. (13) where R 1 , R 2 are the radius of C(i,r), C(j,r) respectively. The strength of an edge between node i and node j is defined as:
where Ep i and Ep j are the remaining energy of nodei,and node j respectively. The energy consumption between nodes v i , v j is considered as given P i,j = k×d β , where k is the system constant, d is the communication distance; the value of β is often predefined constant as the path loss exponent. A positive real number is the weight of a communication link, denoted W ij that is assigned to each edge of the node i and node j in the modeled graph. The aspects of base energy consumption, and low communication interference are configured out by weighting the topology network in the graph. The formula is given as.
where α 1 and α 2 are the predefined parameters, and α 1 + α 2 set to 1. Moreover, the density of the nodes in the network is also a factor of the considered affects the network performance.
The neighbor density associated with the pollen i th is measured with that denoted Nei(i) following:
where sh(W i,j ) is sharing function and NP is population size. sh(W i,j ) is set to one if W i,j ≤ δ, in which δ is a sharing parameter and set to zero otherwise. m is dimensions and W i,j is set to
Additional, the multi-criteria optimum problem should put in Pareto optimal solution that can be expected to reach a globally optimal set of the algorithm. A measured dominance is as the state of domination the i th agent on the current population that denoted Domi(i) is as following:
where x i,j is set to 1 if pollen j dominates pollen i, and set to 0 otherwise. A vector could be represented by Eq. (17) . The graph G n with spanning tree can be expressed by the vector X.The constrained optimization problem of WSN can be transformed into the unconstrained optimization problem and the fitness function can be formulated as the following equation. 
FIGURE 12.
Comparisons of the pcFPA performance with the PSO, FPA, pFPA and GA methods for optimization in WSN.
We generate a vetor of the coordinate of G vertices and the weights of each edge randomly. Each edge is supposed to have two real number weights. The node layout is constructed based on the topology for remaining energy nodes and connections in WSN. The equation (18) is the objective function for the layout of the nodes in WSN.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF NODES LAYING OUT WSN
Setting environmental network arranges of the deployed area is M×M (M = 100,200,300m). The dimension of the solution space is equal to the number of agents or sensor nodes set to N (N = 500, 1000, 1500). The number of objective functions set to obj (obj = 2). The fixed iterations for the triggered communication set to Ri ( e.g., Ri = 20). The remaining energy begins at initializing nodes are set to 2.0J. The circuit energy set to 50nJ/bit. For each generation need consumption run is about 0.05pJ. The initial coverage of the edge is a randomized L i;j [0, 1] . The coefficients k and β are set to 4. α 1 and α 2 equal to 1. The setting parameters in the algorithms of GA, PSO, FPA and pcFPA are as follows. The virtual population size N = 80. The objective functions contain 1000 of iterations, and it is repeated by different random seeds with 10 runs.
The parameters for the GA are set as follows; crossover probability p c = 0.2, mutation probability p m = 0.05, maximum generation max-gen equal to 1000 in each run, for further reference in setting [41] . The final result is obtained by taking the average of the outcomes from 15 runs.
The experimental results of the proposed pcFPA are compared with the GA, PSO, and FPA methods for the constrained optimizations. Figure 12 illustrates the comparison of the proposed pcFPA for node's layout based on topology in WSN, with the GA, PSO, pFPA, and FPA methods. Observed, the performance of the proposed method of pcFPA for the fitness functions evaluation values in 15 runs outperform the other methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an improved Flower pollination algorithm (FPA) based on a hybrid of the parallel and compact schemes was proposed (namely pcFPA) for the optimization problems and the laying out nodes issues in Wireless sensor networks (WSN). The parallel technique enhanced to avoid the optimum local issue in compound constrained optimization problems and allowed fast convergence. Because the compact scheme used a probabilistic model to generate a new candidate solution in space search of the algorithm which forwards to promising areas so far, the compact technique reduced the variables of computing optimization. The implemented hybrid the parallel and the compact scheme shows significant advantages from each of the test schemes and achieves improved collaboration in the optimization process. In the simulation section, a set of the selected optimization problems and the node's layout problem based on topology in WSN are used to evaluate the accuracy, executing time and the saving memory of the proposed algorithm. Compared results with the other algorithm of FPA and the different algorithms in the literature shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms its competitors.
